
ONLINE TRAVEL AGENT BUSINESS PLAN SAMPLE

Adventure Excursions Unlimited travel agency business plan executive summary. Adventure Excursions Unlimited
provides upscale hard-adventure sport/travel.

In addition, we will also offer special discounted rates to start â€” ups, nonprofits, cooperatives, and small
social enterprises. You can look for a variety of funding resources ranging from personal loans to angel
investment, and venture capital funding. In the future, Sephats Tours intends to broaden its coverage by
expanding into additional markets. ATI plans to occasionally station sales personnel in locations around
Woodville such as shopping malls. Mokolodi Nature Reserve: Set in a wide valley just 10 minutes drive from
the city, this scenic reserve offers a well-developed network of game drives and stone and thatch chalets
overlooking a water hole. One of the advantages of blogging is that it can establish you as an expert on issues
faced by the travel industry and business. Take Care Of Legal Issues Also Starting an online travel business is
one of the easiest jobs when it comes to completing legal formalities. An annual events calendar with the
important milestones for the school year has been published and is to be distributed to schools. Annual cash
flow for the first year of operation becomes positive in the second quarter of operation. Use A Host Agency
When you start an online travel business, primarily a travel agency, you should think of using a host agency.
The marketing will convey the sense of quality in every picture, every promotion, and every publication. The
only question is how large the industry will become and whether it can sustain, if not exceed, its current
growth rate. S, while some states have relaxed their rules regarding licensing for the travel industry, others
have the laws in place. Destination training seminars, which will include site visits, be organized for travel
agents and other key promoters. You should think of delivering a valuable service. In the U. Since she has
held administrative and consulting positions at financial and educational institutions. With such marketing in
place the number of tourists entering the country is bound to increase, presenting a larger potential market for
ourselves. You can also borrow money from parents, relatives or friends to conduct the business during the
early days of setting up the company. Cost: PY per person. Areas of expertise include Internet technology,
sales, marketing, and training and management. Hence we shall be mainly targeting those who are not that
mobile but wanting to see as many sites as possible. Technology Sephats Tours will strive to ensure that it
contains the latest, or extremely recent personal computer including relevant software so as to ensure that the
company is continuously at the forefront in our market arena. Bird watching in the Gaborone Game Reserve is
excellent, particularly along the eastern edge, bounded by Notwane River, and it typifies the incredible
diversity of bird life to be found throughout the Gaborone area. From to she was an account manager selling
the company's products to food and drug retailers and mass merchants at the corporate and retail level. Among
the necessary attributes of the sales, marketing and other staff shall be sales attitude, Internet and email savvy,
specialty knowledge, and knowledge of the various database systems in place. Please note that the above
projection might be lower and at the same time it might be higher.


